TRIP NOTES

Petra & The Dead Sea
4 Days | Starts/Ends: Amman

Enjoy a brief but memorable jaunt
to Jordan. Visiting the legendary
Rose City of Petra, Shobak
Crusader Castle and Mt Nebo
before descending to the lowest
point on the earth and relaxing by
the Dead Sea.
HIGHLIGHTS AND INCLUSIONS

Trip Highlights
• Petra - UNESCO-listed Nabataean city

•
•
•
•
•

that was all but lost to the modern world
until its rediscovery in 1812
'Little Petra' via the secret route and the
Baidha Neolithic village
Shobak Crusader Castle - Reminder of
the former glory of the Crusaders
Madaba - Ancient mosaics and St. George
Church
Dead Sea - warm buoyant mineral-rich
waters
Mt Nebo - Perhaps one of the most
sacred sites in Jordan with views across
the Promised Land

• Airport arrival and departure transfer on
day 1 and 4
• Services of a licensed English speaking
Jordanian tour guide on days 2 and 3
• Full day guided tour of Petra, guided visit
to 'Little Petra', Baidha Neolithic village
and Shobak Castle and Mt Nebo
• All relevant transfers and transportation in
private air conditioned vehicles
• Entrance fees to all included sightseeing

Petra & The Dead Sea - 4 Days
www.onthegotours.com
UK 020 7371 1113 info@onthegotours.com
AUS 1300 855 684 aus-info@onthegotours.com
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CAN 1 866 890 7038
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Day 2 : Petra

What's Not Included
• Laundry, drinks and items of a personal
nature
• Tipping - an entirely personal gesture
• International flights and visas

DETAILED ITINERARY

Day 1 : Amman

What's Included
• 3 breakfasts
• 3 nights - Superior (4 star) hotels.
Standard (3 star) and Deluxe (5 star)
hotels are available on request

remains of the day at leisure. Overnight Petra

Amman - Petra. Upon arrival at Amman's
Queen Alia airport you will be met and
transferred directly to Petra, a 3 hour drive
away. Check in to your hotel and spend the

After breakfast, spend the day with your
private guide exploring the ancient Nabatean
Rose City of Petra - a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Access the hidden archaeological
treasures of the Rose City on a walk through
a narrow, deep siq, where the rocks finally
give way to reveal the famous facade of AlKhazneh (the Treasury). It's also possible to
ride a horse through the Siq. Once inside
the ancient city, discover tombs, temples,
an impressive amphitheatre and a Roman
colonnaded street. If you're feeling energetic
ascend the hundreds of rock-cut steps to AdDeir. Better known as the Monastery, Ad-Deir
has a similar facade to that of the Treasury,
but is far bigger and the views from the nearby
cliff-tops are incredible! Overnight - Petra (B)
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Petra & The Dead Sea
Day 3 : Mt Nebo, Shobak
Castle & the Dead Sea

Day 4 : Amman

internet. The hotel also has an on site fitness
centre and a fine choice of Spa facilities. The
24 hour sleek bar is the perfect place for a
tipple at any time of the day or night. The
accommodation is located on the shores of
the world famous Dead Sea.

Petra - Shobak Castle - Madaba - Mt Nebo
- Dead Sea. This morning take a short drive
to visit Little Petra and the Baidha Neolithic
village, hidden away in the centre of a
mountain, with a classical temple standing
guard outside the mini-siq. Although much
smaller than Petra, Baidha is crammed to the
brim with tombs, temples and houses.
En route to the Dead Sea journey over the
Heisha mountains to tour Shobak a 12th
Century Crusader Castle perched on the side
of a rocky mountain, before proceeding to
Madaba, to see the world’s largest collection
of ancient mosaics and visit the St. George
Church with its famous 6th Century map of the
Holy Land. Continue on to Mt. Nebo, where
Moses viewed the Promised Land, here you
can take in the wonderful view of the Jordan
Valley, Dead Sea, Jericho and (if it's clear)
Jerusalem. Finally descend to the Dead Sea
- lowest point on the earth’s surface, arriving
at approximately 16.00hrs and check into your
hotel. Take a dip in the unusually warm and
incredibly buoyant mineral rich waters and
smother yourself in Dead Sea mud. The Dead
Sea, renowned for its curative powers and
therapeutic qualities, is the world's oldest spa!
Should you wish to drive directly from Petra
to the Dead Sea, foresaking some or all of the
touring arrangements for the day and allowing
more time to relax, this can be arranged.
Overnight - Dead Sea (B)

Dead Sea - Amman. Take a final dip in the
dead sea this morning. Hotel check out at
noon and transfer to Amman's Queen Alia
airport for your onward flight home.(B)

HOTELS
Highlighted below are some of the hotels
which we frequently use on this tour, though
we reserve the right to substitute these
hotels to ones of a similar standard.
Please refer to your Tour Voucher for your
confirmed arrival hotel and further arrival
information.

Old Village Resort
Located above Wadi Mousa, Old Village
Resort has a wonderfully traditional feel
about it with open stonework and original
architecture. Rooms are full of character,
some with delightful archways and all
directly accessed from the outside. The
hotel boasts an indoor swimming pool and
sauna and beautiful views of the surrounding
mountains. For dinner why not dine al fresco
at the restaurant overlooking the mountains.
Well located in forested wadis facing Petra’s
mountains.
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Jordan Country Guide

Arriving to Jordan
For all clients that arrive to into Amman
Queen Alia International airport to start their
Jordan holiday (not applicable to Highlights
of Israel & Jordan tour), upon arrival you
will pass through immigration, baggage claim
and customs. As you exit customs into the
public arrivals hall, please be on the lookout
for our representative, who will be holding
an On The Go Tours logo signboard. Our
representative will introduce you to our driver,
who will transfer you to your hotel. At the hotel
reception desk, please take note of the On
The Go Tours information sign on the counter
which will tell you what time our Amman
representative will be in the hotel lobby to
meet with you and discuss the details of your
touring program, to give you our informative
welcome letter and to answer any questions
you may have.
If for any reason you have trouble locating
our representative (after waiting 20 minutes
at immigration) or your flight to Jordan is
delayed, please call or send a text message to
emergency contact number as stated on your
tour voucher.

Holiday Inn Resort
Graced with interconnecting palm fringed
swimming pools leading to the Dead Sea,
the Holiday Inn is an Arabesque style hotel.
Guest rooms are elegantly furnished and
benefit from complimentary high speed

Petra & The Dead Sea - 4 Days

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO

Mosques, Religion &
Ramadan
93% of the population are Muslim. Others
are Christians or followers of other faiths. All
mosques are open to non-Muslims but cannot
be visited during prayer times. If visiting a
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mosque you will need to dress conservatively.
Ensure limbs are covered and shoes removed
when entering any Mosque. Men must refrain
from wearing shorts, as must women.

As a registered holiday operator we are
able to obtain Jordan tourist visas free of
charge for UK, EU, AUS, NZ, SA, CAN and
USA passport holders travelling with us on

RAMADAN
Ramadan is a month of fasting observed by
Muslims throughout the world and adherents
of the Muslim faith fast during daylight hours
and break their fast with lavish meals and
lively celebrations in the evening. Ramadan

a holiday including a stay of more than 2
consecutive nights in Jordan or if arriving via a
land border staying more than 3 nights. If your
holiday complies with these requirements we
will arrange the visa for your stay/s and
present it to you upon arrival.

culminates a month later in a 3 day celebration
called Eid al - Fitr. Many shops (excluding
those which cater mainly to tourists) and
attractions close earlier during Ramadan. As
such we will start our tour earlier during this
period to make the best use of time and
itineraries will be slightly altered to ensure
we visit all attractions, leisure time will be
offered in the late afternoon. Non-Muslims are
not expected to fast over Ramadan, but it is
considered impolite to eat food or drink on the
street.

If we are obtaining a free of charge visa
on your behalf, our airport representative
will meet your PRIOR to immigration at
Amman International Airport and escort you
through immigration presenting your free visa
approval letter to officials. If you are unable to
make contact with our representative prior to
immigration please do NOT proceed through
immigration (as you will need to pay the visa
cost) but instead call our emergency contact
number.

Note: Traffic is exceptionally heavy during
Ramadan, especially toward the time of
breaking the fast. Forthcoming Ramadan
dates are as follows, (approximate) 23 April – 23 May 2020
12 April – 11 May 2021

Health Requirements
You should seek medical advice before
travelling to Jordan from your local health
practitioner and ensure that you receive
all of the appropriate vaccinations. As a
guide Tetanus, Diphtheria and Hepatitis A are
strongly recommended. As tap water is not
safe to drink in Jordan, only drink bottled
mineral water which is readily available from
hotels, shops and restaurants.

Visas - Jordan
Visa requirements are subject to change and
that visa procurement is the responsibility of
the traveller and not On The Go Tours. Please
also ensure that your passport is valid for at
least 6 months from your planned date of
departure from Jordan.
After booking your holiday, please provide us
with your passport details as soon as possible
so that we can proceed to book all services.
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Please be sure to provide us with your full
passport details at least 4 weeks prior to your
arrival in order for the free visa to be arranged.
Should you NOT wish to take advantage of
a free visa or you are not staying in Jordan
for more than 2 consecutive nights, UK, EU,
AUS, NZ, CAN and USA passport holders
can obtain a visa upon arrival at a cost
of 40JD/USD$60/EURO42 for single entry.
South African passport holders can obtain a
visa upon arrival at no cost.
If you are arranging your visa independently,
our airport representative will meet you in
the Arrivals Hall. (Representatives are not
permitted to enter the immigration area to
assist clients who have/will arrange their visa
independently).
It is no longer possible to get a multiple entry
visa for Jordan. If planning to leave Jordan and
travel to Egypt or Israel and re-enter Jordan
at a later date you will need to arrange a
second visa. If you are travelling with us and
staying in Jordan for more than 2 consecutive
nights, we will obtain this second visa for you.
Alternatively, you can obtain a second visa at
the border at the cost noted above.

On departure (via land or sea), a 10JD
departure tax of is applied to all visitors. If
departing Jordan by air then the departure tax
is included in the airfare.

Currency
The currency of Jordan is the Jordanian Dinar.
Pound Sterling, US Dollars, Euro and other
major currencies can be exchanged in Jordan.
Exchange facilities are available at various
bureau de changes and all major towns have
ATMs. It's advisable to request bank notes in
smaller denominations, as it can sometimes
be hard to get change from large notes and
smaller notes are handy for smaller purchases
and gratuities. Traveller's Cheques are not
recommended.

Time & Voltage
Jordan is 2 hours ahead of Greenwich
Meantime (GMT). From the last Sunday in
March to the last Sunday in October Jordan
observes Daylight Saving and is 3 hours
ahead of GMT. Standard voltage is 220 volts.
Primary sockets require 3 pin UK and often
European, 2 pronged variety. In Israel the
preferred variety is European 2 prong. We
recommend that you pack a universal travel
adaptor. You will need a voltage converter,
and plug adaptor in order to use U.S.
appliances.

Climate
The maximum daily temperature in Amman
ranges from 12°C in January to 32°C in
August. The weather in the Jordan Valley
(Petra) and south of the country is very hot
during the summer months of April through
to September. At this time of year daytime
temperatures can exceed 38°C and increase
to as high as 49°C. The sun can be fierce
so it is advised to apply plenty of sunscreen,
especially at the Dead Sea.
In
winter
(December
to
February)
temperatures can range from 0°C to 12°C. If
visiting during winter you will need to pack
warm clothes for sightseeing, although the
Dead Sea region will still be quite warm. If
your holiday includes a stay in the Wadi Rum
desert, winter wear items such as hat, scarf
and gloves are also advised.
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Essential Packing
• Camping at Wadi Rum - All bedding (of a
well-laundered standard) is provided at our
Bedouin camp. It is of a personal choice
should you wish to bring your own sleep sheet
or sleeping bag
• Pack insect repellent and a torch or
headlamp if staying in Wadi Rum
• If visiting in winter pack warm clothes and
an umbrella
• In summer bring lightweight clothing,
sunscreen and a hat
• UK 3 pin and European 2 prong (European
more so for Israel) electrical adaptors as the
sockets vary from one hotel to another
• A copy of your travel insurance policy, spare
passport photos and a photocopy of your
passport
• Proper walking shoes (joggers/ trainers) for
sightseeing in Petra
• If visiting Wadi Mujib Siq trail/canyon you'll
need clothing and footwear that can get wet.
Ideally a t-shirt & shorts or swimmers and
trainers/walking shoes that will spend most of
the walk submerged
• Binoculars IMPORTANT - are considered
as surveillance equipment. Should you be
carrying binoculars expect that you'll be asked
to hand these over briefly at times (with your
passport) by police or military for inspection.
You should not be concerned by the event, as
this is merely a routine inspection of the item

and woven items produced by local Jordanian
women under the auspices of the NoorAl Hussein Foundation and the Queen Alia
Fund. A popular form of ceramic ware
is ‘Jerusalem Pottery’. Platters are highly
decorated with biblically-inspired designs
including fish, peacocks, grapes and goblets
of wine. Known as Hebron glass, colourful
handmade glassware in brilliant colours is
a nice buy, as is silver jewellery crafted by
the Bedouin people. Dead Sea products of
all guises, olive oil and soaps, sweetmeats
and olive wood objects are also uniquely
Jordanian souvenirs.
IMPORTANT: Set your budget and don’t be
swayed, remember the caveat – ‘Let the
buyer beware’. Any purchases made whilst
on holiday with us, irrespective of whether
the store is recommended by us or other,
are at your own discretion. Please make
sure that you are completely happy with the
product you are purchasing and the delivery
arrangements (we would recommend you
take away with you any purchases rather than
rely on shipping services). On The Go cannot
be held responsible or accountable for items
bought in country or shipping arrangements.
Proceed with caution.

Petra Park Services Charge
The cost of the entrance ticket to Petra
includes a compulsory 7JD fee to ride an
Arabian horse. This Government-approved
directive is in support of the local Bedouin
who own the horses and also live in the
surrounding town of Wadi Musa. As you have
paid this obligatory charge, you are indeed
entitled to ride a horse 800 metres down to
the entrance gate at Petra. However, please
be aware that you'll need to tip the horse
handler an extra 2JD. IMPORTANT- On The
Go Tours only recommends that you do so if
you are an experienced rider. The decision to
ride a horse is a personal one.

Shopping
Jordan offers a range of quality souvenirs.
Look out for high-quality artefacts including
rugs, pottery, paintings, jewellery, embroidery
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